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My Father's Hand, and Other Stories and
Allegories for the Young

1867

a beautiful moving collection of short stories in many of
which updike revisits the haunts of his childhood from the
vantage point of old age in fiftieth old friends reconnect at
a class reunion and one of them is left wondering what does
it mean the enormity of having been children and now being
old living next to death in the story the full glass the
protagonist describes somewhat ruefully the rituals of old
age before going to bed he raises his nightly water glass
drinking a toast to the visible world his impending
disappearance from it be damned in varieties of religious
experiences a grandfather visiting his daughter in brooklyn
heights watches the tower of the world trade centre fall and
his view of a god is forever altered again and again in these
memorable stories updike strikes to the heart giving words to
what is so often left unsaid he is at once witty
devastatingly observant touching and of course a consummate
storyteller this is a collection that will be admired and
cherished

My Father's Tears and Other Stories

2009-07-02

often comic sometimes tender profoundly truthful the pleasure
in these nonfiction pieces by award winning novelist joseph
skibell is discovering along with the author that
catastrophes fantasies and delusions are what give sweetness
and shape to our lives as a writer skibell has said i feel
about life the way the people of the plains felt about the
buffalo i want to use every part of it in my father s guitar
and other imaginary things his first nonfiction work he mines
the events of his own life to create a captivating collection
of personal essays a suite of intimate stories that blurs the
line between funny and poignant and between the imaginary and
the real often improbable these stories are 100 percent true
skibell misremembers the guitar his father promised him
together he and a telemarketer dream of a better world a
major work of holocaust art turns out to have been painted by
his cousin woven together the stories paint a complex
portrait of a man and his family a businessman father and an
artistic son and the difficult love between them complicated
uncles cousins and sisters a haunted house and of course an



imaginary guitar skibell s novels have been praised as
startlingly original the washington post magical the new
yorker and the work of a gifted committed imagination the new
york times with his distinctive style he has been referred to
as the bastard love child of mark twain i b singer and wes
anderson left on a doorstep in lubbock texas

My Father's Guitar and Other Imaginary
Things

2015-10-27

imagine being told by god to guard his son in a violent world
until he is grown how does joseph choose a city in strange
egypt to hide 2 year old jesus from herod s spies does he
dare take 4 year old jesus to the temple where herod the
great s son slaughters thousands how can joseph protect jesus
with all the skirmishes and killing on roads everywhere with
dozens vying to take over as king how does joseph handle the
persecution in nazareth by people who could count and knew
mary was pregnant before marrying joseph what does joseph do
with jesus in nazareth just three miles from sepphoris hotbed
of zealot protesters when a roman legate burns the city and
crucifies 2000 more zealots in jerusalem in what ways does
joseph teach jesus how to be a skilled carpenter in sometimes
dangerous situations and avoid being mauled in the mountains
when they cut trees for lumber how many times when jesus was
in danger did joseph cry out god help me protect our son note
a year before jesus death he was rejected in nazareth where
they said isn t this the son of the carpenter in present
tense discussion questions for all chapters are located in
the back of the book for book clubs and bible classes

Joseph: The Other Father

2016-08-14

peter linwood is dead murdered in a detroit alley hundreds of
miles from home no one knows what he was doing in that dark
alley furthermore who would want to kill a boring computer
salesman and why his daughter ellie linwood now must put
aside her graduate studies to find out what happened to her
father ellie finds an ally in detroit police detective
emerson smith together they struggle to piece together peter
s career using postcards he sent his daughter from every
hotel he stayed in over the last twenty years in the midst of
their investigation ellie receives a mysterious note here is



the key to my favorite place the reason i was killed is there
your uncle max is the only person you can trust the note is
signed dad even stranger ellie s uncle max has been dead for
two years peter s murder soon explodes into a worldwide
conspiracy and the men behind it will sacrifice anything or
anyone to stop ellie from uncovering their plan can ellie and
smith stay alive long enough to solve her father s murder and
what happens when ellie meets her dead uncle max face to face

The father's revenge, a tragedy. With
other poems

1800

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali
specialises in reproducing historical works in large print to
make reading easier for people with impaired vision

My Other Dad

2015-11-13

peggy rowe is at it again this time giving a hilarious inside
look at growing up rowe both before and after mike s rise to
fame since the day they said i do peggy s previous doting
lifestyle met with her husband john s minimalist ways and
became the backdrop for years of adventure and a quirky sense
of humor because of their differences from thoughts of
wearing headlamps in the house to save energy to squeezing
out the last drop of toothpaste with a workbench vise peggy
learned to pick her battles and celebrate the hilarity in
each situation once their boys were born woodstove mishaps
and garbage dumping tales were the seed for mike s obsession
with doing dirty jobs and the comical presence he is known
for today as mike rose to fame peggy was his biggest fan who
gave motherly advice and constructive criticism of course she
baked cookies for mike to take to joan rivers for a christmas
party hostess gift and even wrote fan letters under faux
names and mailed them from different cities to mike s
producer by the time mike hits it big peggy and john retire
to face more adventures with a lightning strike in their
condo an elderly friend who ate marijuana leaves and entering
into celebrity status by making viva paper towel and lee
jeans commercials plus so much more peggy s stories relive
the details that intrigue and entertain old and new fans
alike so if you want a bigger even funnier take on the rowe
family about your father and other celebrities i have known



delivers

Jackanapes, Daddy Darwin's Dovecot; And
Other Stories

2023-11-15

fr william l burton o f m doesn t want you to be intimidated
by studying the bible in fact as a scripture scholar he
believes reading god s word is not only educational but also
fun and entertaining the bible is filled with surprises he
says in abba isn t daddy and other biblical surprises burton
answers a number of fascinating questions that help you
become more familiar with the bible and your catholic faith
have you ever wondered whether christ is jesus last name did
you know that when jesus called god abba he didn t really
mean the familiar daddy as you may have been taught could the
our father have originally been a jewish prayer burton
answers these questions and many others in abba isn t daddy
and other biblical surprises what catholics really need to
know about scripture study the book will satisfy your
curiosity about biblical subjects you ve heard of and
passages you ve wondered about but never really pondered
deeply nor understood burton a renowned scripture introduces
you to basic principles of scripture study and aids in your
exploration of intriguing questions about the life of jesus
in part 1 burton examines the history of the bible tools for
scripture study and the importance of archaeological cultural
and linguistic discoveries for understanding the bible he
also offers a fascinating explanation of how the geography of
israel played a crucial role in the bible s content and
development in part 2 burton addresses interesting questions
related to the origin and meaning of topics in the new
testament abba isn t daddy and other biblical surprises is a
perfect resource to encourage you to learn the principles of
scripture study and undertake a deeper reading of the bible

About Your Father and Other Celebrities I
Have Known

2020-04-14

theresa ann dunbar munchie is four years old when she becomes
aware that there is something missing from her young
existence while she romps with the other children in the yard
of the tenement where she lives with her father and a series
of women he brings home she realizes that her own mother is



missing she struggles to understand the meaning of her
existence as she encounters disaster after disaster on her
journey to adulthood all the while hoping that somehow she
will find the woman who abandoned her in that filthy yard to
fend for herself and then she meets romie the son of one of
the women her father frederick brings into her life their
youthful passion is denied however when romie also disappears
from her life and munchie must learn to survive on her own
her naiveté is shattered as she enters adulthood and she
grasps for anchors as her world turns upside down and back
again the story of my father and other disasters is a painful
one for thousands who go on a quest to find their parents
some in their search will encounter that parent others will
for one reason or another never experience this closure their
journey is eternal

Abba Isn't Daddy and Other Biblical
Surprises

2019-03-08

poetry about life and love and two additional short stories

My Father and Other Disasters

2010-09-16

winner prime minister s literary award for non fiction 2023
my father and other animals is a warm surprising and
beautifully crafted book billy griffiths author of deep time
dreaming sam vincent is a twenty something writer living in
the inner suburbs scrabbling to make ends meet when he gets a
call from his mother his father has stuck his hand in a
woodchipper but not to worry it wasn t like that scene in
fargo or anything when sam returns to the family farm to help
out his life takes a new and unexpected direction whether
castrating calves or buying a bull or knocking in a hundred
fence posts by hand when his dad hides the post driver sam s
farming apprenticeship is an education in grit and shit but
there are victories too nurturing a fig orchard to bloom
learning to read the land joining forces with indigenous
elders to protect a special site slowly sam finds himself
thinking differently about the farm about his father and
about his relationship with both by turns affecting hilarious
and utterly surprising this memoir melds humour and fierce
honesty in an unsentimental love letter it s about belonging
humility and regeneration of land family and culture what



passes from father to son on this unruly patch of earth is
more than a livelihood it is a legacy sam vincent probes
deeply into some of the biggest issues of our time this book
is a celebration of the love of land and builds bridges of
understanding that will appeal to a broad cross section of
readers judges comments prime minister s literary awards my
father and other animals is a beautiful tale of legacy family
and a millennial finding his place in the world samuel
bernard the weekend australian notable books for any reader
desiring to understand contemporary rural australia this
entertaining and important book is a must read charles massy
author of call of the reed warbler bloody hilarious and salt
of the earth heartwarming my father and other animals is an
absolute treasure of a book anna krien author of act of grace
night games and into the woods

Word Songs (of Santana Diablo), Blues
(for My Father) and Other Poems

2009-02-04

i wish i had a dad is a self help children s book that
focuses on the absence of a father in a young boy s life and
gives insight on the emotional toll that it can have on a boy
as he transitions into manhood divorce separation and death
are only a few reasons why the father may be absent from the
home this may affect the child s ability to identify with
others because a piece of their life has gone unanswered wish
i had a daddy opens the door for parents to discuss how a
child feels and good discussions for the child to overcome
and be at peace with the way life is

My Father and Other Animals

2023-08-29

god s spirit lives in you do you believe it what s more are
you experiencing his power in your life

Wish I Had a Dad

2014-12-16

the family father wound may be the most pervasive most
important and the least recognized problem facing men and
their families today without the support of their fathers men
become disconnected from their true selves feeling that



others are controlling their lives my distant dad healing the
family father wound is the first book to address the impact
on men and women through the personal experiences of an
expert on men s health

Father, Son, and the Other One

2014

six year old charles mulli wakes up in his kenyan hut to
discover his parents have abandoned him forced to beg from
hut to hut in search of food charles scrapes out a meagre
existence while trying to come to terms with his abusive past
and seemingly hopeless future as a teenager charles is
invited by a friend to a crusade where he commits his life to
christ that act begins a unique adventure of faith miracles
and a passion for reaching street children after years of
struggle charles experiences unprecedented success he finds a
wonderful wife raises a family excels in business to such a
degree that he creates an empire that is noticed by the
president of kenya charles becomes a pinnacle in the church
movement but then his life changes again in spite of his
tremendous achievements the plight of the growing street
children problem in his country remains strong in charles
heart he is unable to shut out their cries the cries he
understands so well and he realizes he must respond convicted
by god to give away all his possessions charles sells
everything to pursue his passion of rescuing street children
from the slums of kenya he battles against corrupt religious
establishments supernatural enemies and intense financial
pressures to bring hope to those whose lives reflect his own
childhood mully children s family mcf orphanage was founded
and established by charles and esther mulli in response to
the desperate needs of street children abandoned children and
hiv aids orphans in kenya in 1989 father to the fatherless is
the true story of a man whose life begins in desperate
poverty moves to riches and finally servanthood where he
becomes a real life demonstration of selfless love and
sacrifice that challenges us to evaluate the cost of giving
up all to god in the service of others

A Dictionary of Hymnology

1892

i wrote this book to inspire young children who grew up
without a father to pursue their dreams and understand the
importance of themselves know that you still have a life to



look forward to i can personally relate to all of you and the
hurt you may have experienced i hope the stories i tell you
will strengthen your hearts and minds by helping you to move
past where he may have left off i have included my
experiences and the experiences of others that may be helpful
i will also answer some questions you may have this book is
not about bashing fathers i admire fathers who take care of
their children because their actions encourage fathers who
have abandoned their children to do better i have learned a
lot over the years about loving myself and those around me my
father choosing not to be in my life was not my fault and i
am certain he will miss out on knowing me

Benedictus Dominus. A Course of
Meditations for Most Days of the Year

1876

elegant prose sheds new light on the father daughter dynamic
boston magazine praise for fatherless women if it can be said
about a book on loss fatherless women is a pleasure to read
clea simon is a warm honest intelligent and trustworthy guide
not only for grieving women but for the men who support them
simon s insights about father daughter relationships are
profound neil chethik author of fatherloss clea simon deepens
our understanding of the complicated emotions daughters feel
about fathers both during life and especially after death
this book will help heal rifts and set stuck energies free
beth witrogen mcleod author of caregiving the spiritual
journey of love loss and renewal unusually candid and often
provocative simon s book is immensely thought provoking about
a topic that all of us will face pauline boss ph d author of
ambiguous loss learning to live with unresolved grief there
is a special bond between a father and a daughter and when
that bond is broken by death a woman s life can change in
profound and unexpected ways clea simon critically acclaimed
author of mad house explores this crucial meeting point of
grief and growth by delving into her own experience and those
of other women to paint an illuminating portrait of the
father daughter relationship and its lifelong ramifications
filled with moving stories of real women this poignant
comforting and insightful book paves the way for all women to
make peace with the past with the adults they have become and
to courageously face the question what happens next



My Distant Dad

2018

this is my story as i remember it my reality my distorted
perspective through the lens of trauma my sparkling joys and
darkest most painful miseries my strife my secrets and fall
from grace into a rape treatment facility and the
unbelievably difficult climb through depression back to self
love and faith my father used to say that there simply isn t
enough time in life to make all the mistakes in the world
ourselves we must learn from each other if we wish to advance
as a human race in response i offer in search of my father
hoping that fathers might begin to know how vital their
presence is in their children s lives if others are inspired
to create healthy parent child relationships or accept their
fathers even sooner than i did then every word was worth
writing this is my story my own self help book but above all
else this is the truth of a broken little girl who grew into
a compassionate young woman one who spent far too much time
in search of her father

Scope of Soviet Activity in the United
States

1956

an indepth look at the indians of north america each tribe is
listed in a chapter from their location and descriptions of
each tribe is listed in the book

The Broad Stone of Honour

1876

this book establishes fatherhood as an essential event for
both the father and son s development and examines the
relationship throughout the life cycle

Father to the Fatherless

2007-02-27

the massacre of the donnellys by their fellow church members
has fascinated the public in the english speaking world for
well over a hundred years contained in this book are



intriguing new photographs never before published and
significant new information which will pique the interest
even of those who have been familiar for years with this bit
of north american folk history with irish roots

Home and Foreign Record of the
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of America

1882
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1909
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2002-09
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Gold and Glory, Or, Wild Ways of Other
Days
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